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the model is in line with the latest development in
MPEG7, differencing video content between diverse
categories. Next, we extend the model with object and
event grammars. These grammars are aimed at
formalizing descriptions of high-level concepts, as well as
facilitating their extraction based on features and spatiotemporal reasoning. On the other hand, the model also
provides a framework for stochastic modeling of events.
Here, we exploit the learning capability of Hidden
Markov Models to recognize events in video data
automatically. Each approach in isolation, as well as the
integrated approach, is validated for the retrieval in the
particular domain of tennis matches.

Abstract
As amounts of publicly uvuiluble video dutu grow, the
need to query this dutu efficiently becomes signijcunt.
Consequently, content-bused retrievul of video datu turns
out to be U chullenging and important problem. In this
puper, we uddress the speclfic uspect of inferring
semuntics automatically fiom ruw video dutu. In
purticulur, we introduce U new video dutu model thut
supports the integruted use of two different upprouches
for mupping low-level feutures to high-level concepts.
Firstly, the model is extended with U rule-bused upproach
that supports sputio-temporal formulizution of high-level
concepts, and then with a stochustic upprouch.
Furthermore, results on reul tennis video dutu are
presented demonsrrating the vulidity of both approaches,
as well us udvuntuges of their integruted use.

2. State of the art in video retrieval
A rough categorization of the video retrieval
approaches from the literature (see [l-31 for review)
yields two main classes.
The first class focuses mainly on visual features, such
as color histograms, shapes, textures, or motion, which
characterize the low-level visual content. Although these
approaches use automatically extracted features,
representing the video content, they do not provide
semantics that describe high-level video concepts, which
is much more appropriate for users when retrieving video
segments.
The second class concerns annotation-based
approaches (such as [4] for example), which use free-text,
attribute, or keyword annotation to represent the highlevel concepts of the video content. However, this results
in many drawbacks. The major limitation of these
approaches is that the search process is based solely on
the predefined attribute information, which is associated
with video segments in the process of annotation.
Furthermore, manual annotation is tedious, subjective and
time consuming.
Obviously, the main gap lies between low-level media
features and high-level concepts. However, as video is a
temporal sequence of pixel regions at the physical level, it
is very difficult to explore its semantic content. In order to
solve this problem, several domain-dependent research

1. Introduction
An increasing number of large video libraries that is
becoming publicly available nowadays, results in a
demand for techniques that can manipulate the video data
based on content. However, traditional database
management systems based on a relational or objectoriented data model still do not provide enough facilities
for managing and retrieving video contents. As pointed
out in [I], three main reasons can be distinguished for
this: (1) lack of facilities for the management of spatiotemporal relations, (2) lack of knowledge-based methods
for interpreting raw data into semantic contents, and (3)
lack of query representations.
This paper addresses these problems with the emphasis
on the second one - recognizing semantic content in video
data based on visual features. First, we propose a layered
video data model that provides a framework for automatic
mapping from features to concepts. The model is
independent of featurehemantic extractors, providing
flexibility in using different video processing and pattern
recognition techniques for those purposes. At same time
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efforts have been undertaken. These approaches take an
advantage of using domain knowledge to facilitate
extraction of high-level concepts directly from features. In
particular, they mainly use information on object
positions, their transitions over time, etc., and relate them
to particular events (high-level concepts). For example,
methods have been proposed to detect events in football
[5], soccer [6], and tennis games [7, 81, hunting [9], etc.
Motion (for review see [lo]) and audio are, in isolation,
very often used for event recognition. In [ 1 11 for example,
extracting highlights from baseball games is based on
audio only. Although these efforts resulted in the mapping
from features to high-level concepts, still there is a
problem of creating the mapping for each domain
manually. Furthermore, this might be very difficult,
requiring expert knowledge, especially in case of some
complex events. In addition, many of these methods are
not extensible for detecting new events because they are
very dependent on specific artifacts used in the broadcasts
of domain programs.
On the other hand, some other approaches use
stochastic methods that often exploit automatic learning
capabilities to derive knowledge, such as Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs), Bayesian belief networks, etc. The first
publication addressing recognition of human actions using
HMMs [12] describes the application of discrete HMMs
in recognizing six different tennis stroke classes in a
constrained test environment. Recently, similar techniques
have been proposed. Naphade et al [ 131 used hierarchical
HMMs to extract events like explosions. HMMs together
with a Bayesian classifier have been used for recognition
of human actions in [14]. Structuring of video using
Bayesian Networks alone [15] or together with HMMs
[16] has been proposed. In [17] a probabilistic model has
been used to combine results of visual and audio event
detection in order to identi@ topics of discussion in a
classroom lecture environment. Another probabilistic
framework that comprises multimedia objects within a
Bayesian multinet has been proposed in [ 181.
The main advantage of our approach compared to the
ones mentioned above is providing a framework for
integrating deterministic and stochastic approaches. Most
importantly, it addresses the problem from the database
point of view, allowing users to dynamically create and
define new multimedia objects and events.
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Fig. 1. The layered hierarchy of the COBRA video data
model

3. The COBRA video model

attributes, such as compression format, frame rate, number
of bits per pixel, duration, etc.
The next layer is the feature layer consisting of
domain-independent features that can be automatically
extracted from raw data, characterizing colors, textures,
shapes, and motion. They can be classified as global
features that characterize a whole frame, and local
features that characterize a region inside a frame.
The object layer consists of entities (logical concepts),
characterized by prominent spatial dimension and
assigned to regions across frames. A region is a
contiguous set of pixels that is homogeneous in texture,
color, shape, and motion properties. We define a video
object as a collection of regions, which have been grouped
together by some criteria defined by the domain
knowledge. An object should also satis5 some conditions,
such that it is semantically consistent, representing one
real-world object, and subject of interest to users or
applications. Some examples of video objects are a
specific player or the ball in a tennis game or a specific
car in a car-race video.
The event layer consists of entities that have a
prominent temporal extent, describing the movements and
interactions of different objects in a spatio-temporal
manner.
The overall structure of our video data model is as
follows:
V = (C, A, RVD, F, 0, E, S)

In order to overcome the problem of mapping features
to high-level concepts we propose the COBRA (COntentBased RetrievAl) video data model (Fig. 1). It consists of
four layers: the raw data, feature, object, and event layer.
The raw video data layer is at the bottom. This layer
consists of a sequence of frames, as well as some video

The signature C is defined as a tuple, C = (CF, CO, CE,
Cs). C F is a set of feature types, CO a set of object types, C E
a set of event types, and Cs is a set of audio segment types
(audio clusters). A is a set of video attributes, such as
frame sample rate, audio sample rate, file format, name,
creation date, etc.
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Raw video data (RVD) is represented by a set of
frames and regions. Each frame can comprise zero or
more regions (R). Therefore, the RVD set has elements of
two types: i and i.Q, where integer i points to a specific
video frame and i.Q to its specific region denoted by
integer j .
F is a set of video features. Each feature is described
by its type descriptor ( E &), its value, and a reference to a
frame or a region in a frame. Possible types of features
include but are not limited to the ones defined in [19, 201.
0 is a set of objects. An object is described by its type
( E ZO), identification, a set of regions that compose it,
their features, as well as history of its geometry (minimum
bounding rectangle) across frames. Video objects are
related to particular real-world objects that are modeled in
the database.
E is a set of events. An event is defined by its type,
identification, a set of object types involved, and the time
interval it spans. Hence, event types are parameterized by
using different object instances.
An audio track, as one of essential video components,
provides a very rich source of information to supplement
understanding of a video. Combining audio with other
video components can provide much more information
than any media alone. Therefore, we integrated audio
primitives in the model to provide additional information
that might be critical to the perception and understanding
of video content. The raw audio data can be divided into
speech and non-speech parts through the process of
segmentation and classification. A time-aligned transcript
of the spoken words can be created using speech
recognition, while semantic segmentation based on text
can be used for: obtaining the meaningful speech
segments. The non-speech segments are clustered and
associated with textual description. The set S is a set of
both types of audio segments.

4. Spatio-temporal formalization of events
In order to facilitate automatic extraction of concepts
(objects and events) from visual features, the model has
been extended with object and event grammars, which are
aimed at formalizing descriptions of these high-level
concepts. Therefore, we introduce the following three
elements: Go, G E , and a.
GOis an object grammar. It defines the syntax for rules
that are used for object type descriptions. Object types can
be primitive or compound. If we look at the soccer
domain for example, a goalpost can be seen as a primitive
object type that is composed of two regions, i.e. white
bars and a net. These regions are homogeneous in certain
features and several spatial relations exist between them.
Despite objects are defined as entities with a prominent
spatial dimension, we take advantage of temporality

allowing the usage of temporal relations in the rules for
object descriptions. Compound objects consist of two or
more primitive ones. The rules are defined as follows:

The sets of feature operators, spatial and temporal
relations (cp, a,and T respectively), which are used in the
object rules, will be explained later in this section. Instead
of the object grammar, it is also possible to use other
techniques for object recognition: external extractors for
specific objects (e.g. [21]), or MPEG-4.
GE is an event grammar. It consists of rules that are
used for event type descriptions. Similar to the object
types, event types can be primitive or compound. Two
rules for primitive event types exist. The first one defines
events using visual features and their spatio-temporal and
similarity relations, whereas the second one uses object
types instead of features, together with their real-world
relations (a).Audio segment types may also be included.
Hence, it is possible to define audio events, and
compound audio-visual events. On the other hand, a
compound event type is described by a power set of
predefined event types, their temporal relations, as well as
real-world and spatial relations among their objects. The
event grammar rules are defined as follows:
PEpfimime-RVD:
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The last element in this extension is a set of algebraic
operators, denoted by a. It includes sets of spatial,
temporal, feature, real-world and so-called video
operators, i.e. a = {a,T, cp, o,U}.
As far as spatial relations are concerned, we use the
Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR) approximation of
the object geometry to increase efficiency. Based on this
approximation, we implemented fimdamental topological
(equal, inside, cover, overlap, touch, disjoint, and two
inverse covered-by and contains) and directional relations
(north, south, west, east, north-east, north-west, south-east
and south-west), as well as the Euclidean distance
relation. For the definitions of these relations, as well as
interval temporal relations see [22,23].
As far as temporal relations are concerned, we
implemented basic relations of interval algebra (before,
meets, overlaps, during, starts, finishes, equal, plus six
inverse relations), as well as point temporal algebra (<, =,
>). The mapping between them has been solved by
introducing aggregates that operate on sets such as makeintervals, start-interval, end-interval, as well as
operations on the interval data type such as duration,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(4

Fig. 2. Feature extraction: (a) Original image; (b) Segmented player; (c) Pie features; (d) Skeleton features
continuous [25], and different extensions of discrete
HMMs like Pseudo 3-D HMMs [26] are proposed, in
most cases first order left-to-right discrete Hidden Markov
Models are used. Consequently, the "Forward-backward''
algorithm [27] is used for evaluation, and the BaumWelch method for training. In the training process, a
number of iterations of the Baum-Welch algorithm with
different initial parameters is used aiming at finding the
best model. The model with the highest probability is
chosen as the result. In order to avoid computational
problems, forward and backward variables are rescaled
after each iteration. A flooring method is used to replace
probabilities that become zero with small value E. If the
observation sequences are very short, modified reestimation formula for the training with multiple
observation sequences [27] is used.

intersect, and union. Additionally, to provide a precise
timing, we added parameters to three of these temporal
relations (before (A, B, n), overlaps (A, B, n) and during
(A, B, n) ), and define a duration operator. Symbols A and
B denote time intervals and n denotes the time difference
between starting points of A and B in the case of before
and during relations, but duration of overlapping in the
case of the overlaps relation.
The set of feature operators cp is used for feature
extraction and similarity matching. The set of real-world
relations w is domain dependent. For the tennis domain, it
can
comprise
relations
like
'is-right-handed',
'plays-closer-to-camera',
etc. The real-world relations
can have temporal dimension, so they can be related to a
specific time interval. The set of video operators U
consists of operations on video frames and segments:
creation, concatenation, union, intersection, difference,
and s-contains. The last one checks if objects or events
are present in a sequence, while others enable
interpretation, composition, and manipulation of video
segments.

6. Content-based retrieval of tennis videos
In this section, we describe the feature extraction
process and show how each isolated approach (the rulebased spatio-temporal approach or, on the other hand, the
stochastic approach) can be used to map features on highlevel concepts in the tennis domain. In addition, we point
out advantages of the integration of both approaches.

5. Stochastic event formalization
Although the rule-based approach results in the
automatic mapping from features to high-level concepts,
we still have a problem of creating object and event rules
manually, which might be difficult. As our model is
independent of featurehemantic extractors, it provides
users with flexibility of using different pattern recognition
techniques for that purpose. Hence, instead of the
grammars, different stochastic techniques, such as
Bayesian belief networks, neural networks, or Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs), can be used to map features to
high-level concepts.
In our approach, we choose HMMs, because they are
effective tools for modeling time-varying patterns with
automatic learning capabilities. A major development in
the theory of Hidden Markov Models was the
maximization technique of Baum et al. [24], which has led
to a wide range of theoretical outgrowths. Although

6.1. Feature extraction
We begin from the game scenes (camera observing the
whole field as in the Fig. 2a). These scenes can be
automatically extracted from the video using a number of
global image features and some heuristics, but this is
beyond the scope of this paper.
First step in our approach is to segment the player and
the court from the background. This is done using the
algorithm in [28]. Then, we extract features characterizing
the shape of the segmented player's binary representation.
Having the specific case of the human figure in this
particular application, we extract special parameters trying
to maximize their informativeness. Besides the player's
position relative to the court cfi-3), the dominant color (h),
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and standard shape features such as the mass center (&),
the area (f7), the bounding box (f8-11),
the orientation (&),
and the eccentricity N3), we extract the following
features:
The position of the upper half of the mask with respect
to the mass center (fi4-15), its orientation (&), and the
eccentricity G7).
Those features describe the upper
part of the body that contains most of the information.
For each circle cut out that is centered at the mass
center, we count the number of pixels in the mask (fig2 5 ) as shown in the Fig. 2c. This can be seen as a
general approximate description.
The sticking-out parts (f26-27) are extracted similar to
[29] by filtering and finding local maximums of the
distance from a point on the contour to the mass
center. Only certain angles are considered as indicated
in Fig. 2d.

Query 1: SELECT vi.frame-seq
FROM video vi
WHERE s-contains (vi.frame-seq, event,
Player-near-the-net = ({oi:player, 02:net}, {},{},
{y-distance (01, 0 2 )< 5 0 } , {duration (this) > 60}),
ol.name = 'Sampras')
Let us consider the rule describing the event type
'Playernear-the-net' in query 1 . There are two types of
objects involved, player and net. There are no audio types
and real-world relations among object types. But, there is
one spatial relation (distance) defined on features fi.3 and
also one temporal relation (duration). The temporal
relation says that this event type should last a specific
period, as well as that the spatial relation should be valid
for that period of time.
A user can also reuse already defined event types in
order to define compound ones. For example in query 2,
possible lobs are retrieved by describing a new event type
using the already defined events ('Player-nearthenet'
and 'Player-nearthe-base-line')
and some additional
criteria (the interval relation meets means that event e l has
to finish at the same moment when e2 starts).

6.2. Rule-based approach
In order to be able to answer very detailed complex
queries that comprise a combination of feature, spatial,
and temporal relations, the Moa/Monet database
managements system [30] is enriched with a video
extension that includes the COBRA data model, as well as
the object and event grammar. In the sequel, we first give
an example of an object rule and then present some query
examples that include in-line event descriptions.
Video objects can be extracted using the domain
knowledge accumulated in the descriptions of the object
grammar. For example, an object description that extracts
the player closer to the camera from a segmented tennis
shot using shape and color features is defined as:
pplayer: ({rl: body,

Query 2: SELECT vi.frame-seq
FROM video vi
WHERE s-contains (vi.frame-seq, event, Lob =
({el: player-nearthenet, e2: player-nearthe-baseline), {I, 0 , {meet (el, e2)}), ~ I . O I = ~ Z . O I )
However, this query will not retrieve all lobs (for
example, the ones where the player stays at the net or
smash the ball at the service line). To be able to retrieve
all lobs, the position of the ball must be included.
In order to simplify the process of describing semantic
events, a graphical user interface is developed. Fig. 3
shows how the 'Player-nearthenet' query can be
expressed interactively on a screen. The user can also
update the meta-data by adding a newly defined event,
which will allow him to define more complex compound
events that comprise this event. This will also speed up
future retrieval of this event, because it is then resolved in
the event layer without looking at other layers.
However, this approach is essentially restricted to the
extent of recognizable events, since it might become
difficult to formalize complex actions of non-rigid objects
using rules. If we consider the tennis strokes for example,
one can argue that they can be formalized solely using
player and ball positions. However, that will not result in
reasonable accuracy [SI. On the other hand, introducing
other features in the event rules will increase accuracy, but
unfortunately, will make these rules to complicated for
ordinary user, as we experienced.

r2: rect(0, 144, 384, 288)},

{ 700<area(rl)<l 200, dominant-color(rl)=player.dress},

{contain(rz, rd},

0).

There are two regions involved: rl corresponds to the
player and r2 to the lower part of a frame. A few criteria
concerning area (f7) and dominant color (f4) features have
to be fulfilled. Furthermore, the region r2 has to contain
the region rl.
Let us look at some query examples. The first query
retrieves all video segments where Sampras is playing
from close to the net for a given period of time. The new
"player-near-thenet" event type is defined in terms of
spatio-temporal object interactions assuming that objects
like player and net have been already extracted using the
object grammar, external extractors for specific objects,
MPEG 4, or other techniques. Query 1 also shows how
event descriptions can be parameterized (a user might be
interested not only in Sampras, but in different players
playing close to the net).
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6.3.1. Experiment 1. In this experiment we aimed at
achieving of two goals: ( I ) determine the best feature set
and (2)- investigate person independence of different
feature sets. Hence, we have performed a number of
experiments with different feature combinations. In order
to examine how invariant they are on different players
including female ones, two series of experiments have
been conducted: l a and lb. In the series la, we used the
same player in the training and evaluation sets, while in l b
HMMs were trained with one group of players, but strokes
performed by other players were evaluated. In both cases,
the training set contained 120 different sequences, while
the evaluation set contained 240 sequences.
To be able to compare our results with [12], we
selected the same six events to be recognized: forehand,
backhand, service, smash, forehand volley and backhand
volley. In each experiment, six HMMs were constructed one for each type of events we would like to recognize.
Each stroke sequence was evaluated by all HMMs. The
one with the highest probability was selected as the result
(parallel evaluation). In order to find the best HMM
parameters, a number of experiments with different
number of states and codebook sizes were performed for
each feature combination.
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Fig. 3. The user interface for event descriptions

6.3. HMM approach
In order to solve the problem previously described, we
have exploited automatic learning capability of HMMs,
aiming at increasing recognition accuracy at same time.
Consequently, we conducted a few experiments to
demonstrate the validity of our approach.
In our experiments we used ordinary TV broadcast
tennis videos with different players at different
tournaments: Australian Open (Sampras-Agassi, HingisMolik,
Koumikova-Davenport,
etc.),
Swisscom
Challenge, Vienna Open, etc. Training sequences were
manually selected, using a tool that was developed for
video annotation and pre-processing. We used first order
left-to-right discrete HMMs with 4 to 48 states.
Discrete HMMs require translation of continuous
feature parameters (described in section 6.1) into symbols
from a predefined set (codebook). In order to design a
codebook we used the k-means algorithm [31]. Selection
of the codebook size is a trade-off between a smaller
quantization error (larger codebook size) and faster HMM
operations (smaller codebook size). We tried various
codebook sizes in the range of 8-80 symbols.
In the training process, we conducted a number of
iterations of the Baum-Welch algorithm with modified reestimation formula for the training with multiple
observation sequences. Training a model with 20 different
sequences (each approximately 45 frames) doing 50
iterations of the mentioned algorithm takes from 12
seconds for a model with 4 states and 8-symbol codebook
size to approximately 20 minutes for a model with 48
states and 80 symbols on a PC with dual Pentium 11.

Table 1. Recognition results (%)
12-15

.

fl2-17

5 2 - 1 3 . 16-17
fi2-13. 26-27
fl2-27
fi3-15. 26-27

18-27

82.4
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S1 .5
89.3
86.4
91.2

79.3
82.4
78.6
88.1
82.1
88.7

87.0

75.8
80.5
76.1
87.2
79.3
88.3

I

86.4

1

The recognition accuracies in Table 1 (YOof rightly
classified strokes using parallel evaluation) show that the
combination of pie and skeleton features (&7)
achieved
the highest percentage in the experiment la. The
recognition rates dropped in experiment 1b as expected,
but the combination of eccentricity, the mass center of the
upper part, and skeleton features cfi3-15,
26-27) popped up as
the most person independent combination, which is nearly
invariant on different player constitutions. The optimal
result with this combination of features was achieved with
the codebook size of 24 symbols and HMMs with 8 states.
Compared to [12], we achieved an improvement of
20% in the recognition accuracy (experiment lb) due to a
better training algorithm and mostly from improved, more
informative, and invariant features (in first place novel
skeleton features and then pie features). The improvement
we achieved is certainly more significant taking into
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account that we used TV video scenes with a very small
player shape compared to the close-ups used in [12].

forehand instead. This is another combined query where
both approaches have to be used.

6.3.2. Experiment 2. In this experiment, we investigated
recognition rates of different feature combinations using a
regular classification of strokes from tennis literature [32].
There are 1 1 different strokes: service, backhand slice,
backhand spin, backhand spin two-handed, forehand slice,
forehand spin, smash, forehand volley, forehand halfvolley, backhand volley, and backhand half-volley. The
training and the evaluation set remained the same as in
experiment 1b, only the new classification was applied.
Although some strokes in this new classification are
very similar to each other (for example volley and halfvolley or backhand slice and spin), the performance
(Table I , last column) dropped only slightly. The majority
of false recognitions remained the same as in experiment
1. Nearly 65% comes from forehands recognized as
backhands and vice versa, as well as from forehandvolleys recognized as forehands and vice versa. Having,
for example, the ball position (an attempt is reported in
[33]) would certainly make the distinction between the
strokes more robust and significantly increase the
recognition rate.

Query 4: SELECT vi.frame-seq
FROM video vi
WHERE s-contains (vi.frame-seq, event,
Forehand-instead-of-backhand = ( { el:Forehand }, {},{},
{ el.ol.direction-wesP el.ol.direction-east}, { }),
e o .name=' Sampras')

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced our COBRA video
data model that provides a framework for using different
knowledge-based methods for interpreting raw data into
semantic content. The model is independent of
featurehemantic extractors, providing flexibility in using
different video processing and pattern recognition
techniques for that purpose. We have extended the model
with the object and event grammars, which aim at
formalizing descriptions of high-level concepts, as well as
facilitating their extraction based on features and spatiotemporal logic. Next to that, the model also supports
stochastic modeling of events (in this case HMMs).
Each approach in isolation, as well as the integrated
approach, has been validated for retrieval in the particular
domain of tennis game videos. Consequently, a set of
novel features and a robust feature extraction scheme have
been introduced for this particular domain. A number of
experiments with HMMs have been carried out and the
results proved that previously described skeleton features
are of the greatest importance. They increase the number
and the percentage of accurately recognizable strokes in
comparison to the methods mentioned in literature.
Furthermore,
experimental results with regular
classification of tennis strokes demonstrated that our
HMM approach is promising to realize statistics of tennis
games automatically using normal TV broadcast videos.
Eventually, we showed the advantage of the integration of
the spatio-temporal and the stochastic approach.
We have already implemented the spatio-temporal
approach within a prototype of our video database
management system. Currently, we are investigating how
a stochastic approach, particularly HMMs, can be
integrated within the same VDBMS and what the possible
advantages are, mainly with respect to feature selection
and training tasks.

6.4. Integrated approach
The advantage of the COBRA video data model is that
it provides a framework for the integrated use of these two
approaches. Therefore, we can benefit of using the spatiotemporal event formalization together with the stochastic
formalization and answer more detailed complex queries
such as "Give me all video sequences where Sampras
approaches the net with the backhand slice stroke".
Query 3 : SELECT vi.frame-seq
FROM video vi
WHERE s-contains (vi.frame-seq, event,
Appr-net-BSL = ({el: Player-near-the-net,
e2: Backhand-slice}, {},{},{},
{before (e2, el, n), n < 75}),
el.ol.name = e2.01.name= 'Sampras')
This query comprises a new event type "Appr-net -BSL"
that consists of two events. The first one is the
"Plyernear-the-net" event, which is defined in section
6.2 using the spatio-temporal rules, while the second one,
the "Backhand-slice" event, is defined in section 6.3
using the HMM approach. For this new event type, we
also have one temporal relation that requires el to start at
least 75 frames before event e2.
We can also ask sequences, where Sampras is
supposed to play the backhand stroke, but plays the
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